ROADMAP TO MVP
WITH REEMA DUGGAL

Haltech’s experience with women and women led technology companies indicate that many take
longer to develop their minimum viable product (MVP) because they either lack the technical skill in the
founding team. This can cause the companies to stall longer than necessary at the discovery or early
validation stage of development. In partnership with Silicon Halton, Haltech is introducing the
Roadmap to MVP, a 6 part series that will help accelerate through this milestone.

Session Overviews
The Roadmap to MVP Program has 6 comprehensive workshops to help you build your MVP. The 6 workshops will take you through the fundamental steps, key strategies, tools and resources that can help you
efficiently build your MVP.
Below are descriptions of what you can expect to learn from each informational and experiential session:
I.

Define MVP Vision / Scope
This introduction session will help you develop your vision / scope, including business mission,
vision, solution definition, scope of work, project plans, assumptions, risks, constraints, and budget.

II.

Define MVP User Journey, Features, Functions, Data, and Integration
In this session you will learn how to develop your user journey, features, functions, data flows, and
integration requirements required to make your MVP work. You will also be introduced to the build
vs. buy model in determining how you should think about developing your MVP.

III.

Develop MVP Yourself
During this session you will learn about no code / low code platforms available to you, how they
work and how to try them. As a demo, you will be walked through one of the platforms to build a
simple application.

IV.

Build MVP with Application Development Team
This session will explain how you can find a development team, how to discuss your vision / scope,
features and functions, timelines and budget. Developers will join this session to discuss how they
need requirements to be defined – what helps / what doesn’t – to do the best job. You will learn
how expectations need to be defined for successful projects.

V.

Select MVP Hosting / Cloud Computing Platform
In this session, you will learn about the top platforms available to you to host your application,
along with how to evaluate the features, and understand pricing models.

VI.

Test and Launch MVP
The final session will teach you how to conduct develop test plans and conduct testing with your
MVP. The session will conclude with a discussion about launching your MVP and getting ready to
be in a production environment.
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BONUS: Networking Session
As an exclusive perk to this program, participants will have the opportunity to join a networking session to
meet tech industry tech managers, application and cloud computing architects, and developers. Participants are encouraged to connect with the industry professionals to ask questions and familiarize themselves with the resources available within the region.

For more information on dates and registration, please see www.haltech.ca
or register here. If you are an Innovation Centre, Academic Institute, or
another Start Up organization interested in partnership can contact Haltech
at info@haltech.ca for more information or questions regarding the program.

About Haltech

About Silicon Halton
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